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Is this answer helpful?

The literary and official language during the Ottoman Empire 
period (c. 1299â€“1922) is termed Ottoman Turkish , which was a 
mixture of Turkish, Persian, and Arabic that differed considerably 
and was largely unintelligible to the period's everyday Turkish. 
The everyday Turkish, known as kaba Türkçe or "rough Turkish", 
spoken by the less-educated lower and also rural members of 
society, contained a higher percentage of native vocabulary and 
served as basis for the modern Turkish language.
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PEOPLE ALSO ASK

What is language spoken in Turkey?



What do people in Turkey speak?



Where is Turkey located?



What language do Turks speak?



Native speakers: 71 million (2017), 88 â€¦
Writing system: Latin (Turkish â€¦

Language family: Turkic, Common â€¦
Region: Anatolia, Balkans, Cyprus, â€¦

5/5 (1)
Phone: (415) 936-5007

Location: 4011 18th St, San Francisco, 94…

Turkish language - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turkish_language

Overview Contents Classification History Geographic distribution Word-accent

Turkish, also referred to as Istanbul Turkish, is the most widely spoken of the Turkic
languages, with around 10â€“15 million native speakers in Southeast Europe and 60â€“65
million native speakers in Western Asia. Outside Turkey, significant smaller groups of
speakers exist in Germany, Bulgaria, Macedonia, Northern Cyprus, Greece, the
Caucasus, and other parts of Europe and Central Asia. Cyprus has requested that the â€¦
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Modern Turkish Rugs | Houzz
https://www.houzz.com/modern-turkish-rugs
From casual elegance to fresh and formal, relish the refinement as this modern Turkish
Oushak rug with transitional style and Khotan design evoke an air of warmth and comfort
with its timeless aesthetic.

Images of modern turkish
bing.com/images

See more images of modern turkish

Modern Turkish Land Forces Combat Vehicles and
Artillery ...
https://www.militaryfactory.com/modern-armor/turkish-land-forces.asp
The modern Turkish Army fields a collection of Soviet and Western equipment - but has
recently focused on internal development and production. There are a total of 36 â€¦

History of the Republic of Turkey - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Republic_of_Turkey
The history of modern Turkey begins with the foundation of the republic on October 29,
1923, with Mustafa Kemal (Atatürk) as its first president. The government was formed
from the Ankara-based revolutionary group, led â€¦

Single-party period ... · Multi-party period ...

Turkish Modern - Home | Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/TurkishModern
Turkish Modern. 1,425 likes · 2 talking about this. Creator of original handmade furniture
and sophisticated handcrafts. Purveyor of fine Turkish...

Turkish Modern - 10 Photos - Shoe Stores - 4011 18th â€¦
www.yelp.com › Shopping › Fashion › Shoe Stores
1 review of Turkish Modern "Absolutely in love with the line of shoes they carry: Rafik.
Made in Turkey, like all their items, they have a ton of adorable colors and they are
beyond comfortable. I also found the most lovely backpack.

Enchante Home Incanto Turkish Cotton Washcloth-Set of
8
Ad · hayneedle.com
12,200+ followers on Twitter
1000's Of Products On Sale! Discover More Options & Savings.
7 Day Customer Service · Free Shipping Over $49 · Exclusive Designs

9.0/10  (14K reviews)

Modern Turkish Lowest Prices | compare99.com
Ad · www.compare99.com/shopping
"Lowest Price On Modern Turkish. Free shipping, in stock. Buy now!"
Free Price Comparison · Free Shipping · Next Day Delivery · Huge Discounts
Brands: Samsung, John Deere, Phillips
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Brands: Samsung, John Deere, Phillips

8.0/10  (175 reviews)

Turkish Home Decorations | Amazon Official Site
Ad · www.amazon.com/home-decor
Compare Prices on Turkish Home Decorations in Home Decor.
Fast Shipping · Deals of the Day · Shop Best Sellers · Shop Our Huge Selection
Brands: Olive&Linen, Amici Home, Turkishtowelmarket.Com, LUCKYMOJO, Turkish-â€¦
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